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The Core Team

• Rick Bogart, Stanford
• Alisdair Davey, CfA
• Joe Gurman, NASA GSFC
• Keith Hughitt, NASA GSFC
• Joe Hourclé, NASA GSFC
• Piet Martens, MSU
• Kevin Reardon, Arcetri
• Jennifer Spencer, Stanford
• Igor Suàrez-Sola, NSO
• Plus many others in the past and now working on 

services outside the “small box”
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History

• Early “local” data centers
– NASA/GSFC SDAC – 1980s

– NSO Digital Library – 1993 

• Original idea for synthesis: The Whole Sun 
Catalog (1995-1997) – Fleck, Bentley & Sanchez

• Funding attempts 1999-2001, successful in 2001

• First release late 2004

• Funding level: ∼$300k/year, total so far of ∼$3M



Design requirements

• Distributed
• Search for and access multiple missions, 

observatories, and wavelengths without intimate 
knowledge of the data organization (e.g. by 
physical observable and/or mission/ instrument)

• Provide access to analysis software, instrument 
descriptions, &c. that enable use in scientific 
research

• Given the funding level, had to draw a “small 
box” around a small set of attributes useful for 
doing science



What we decided we couldn’t offer, at 
least at first

• Data mining (knowledge discovery)

• Remote processing: left for EGSO, CoSEC

• Grid computing (as opposed to data grids)

• Access control (ever)
– We wanted only to be in the business of helping 

data providers to give data away, not preventing 
its access



Resulting Design



Multiple VSOs

• Because the VSO is a lightweight “small box”, there are 
several instances of the system

• “Official” instances are located at NASA/GSFC, NSO and 
Stanford

• Others are at CfA, MSU, ROB
• An individual user can have his/her own VSO on a local 

system
• URLs:

– http://vso.nso.edu/
– http://vso.stanford.edu/
– http://sdac.virtualsolar.org/cgi/search







The Data Cart – A key concept

• Allows user to 
store and later 
exactly reproduce 
a search

• Carts are archived
• Can be cited in 

papers to allow 
others to replicate 
results



The only VSO-supplied data service



Status

• Operational for more than 5 years

• More than 60 solar data sets going back to 
1915

• Usage statistics

• Next steps







Usage statistics
Searches Files

These statistics are 
for one of three 
“Official” VSO 
instances

Statistics do not 
include usage through 
the IDL API, only those 
through the web 
interface

So far in 2010: 478 searches, 
87,000 files, estimate 1400 
searches, 250,000 files 
through VSO/NSO



Next steps

• Finish SDO distributed data system

• Add spatial subset searches (currently 
restricted to full-disk images)

• Improve the user interface

• Continue adding data sets

• Add searches based on data computations?



Interoperability

• Very important for VSO since no services are 
provided

• Examples:
– IDL & SolarSoft
– SDO/JSOC/HEK
– Helioviewer
– HelioScope, Aladin, TopCat
– EGSO and successors
– NASA Heliophysics VxOs



IDL and SolarSoft

• IDL widely used in solar physics
• SolarSoft is a large library of procedures for analysis of 

NASA solar physics data
• VSO IDL client is an API written in IDL
• Uses SOAP/XML & HTTP/POST/GET to query VSO 

registry and retrieve matching datasets from providers
• IDL> records=vso_search (tstart, 
tend, inst=inst, det=det, wave=wave)

• IDL> vso_get,records
• Once the data is in IDL, have full range of analysis and 

plotting tools available



An example using RHESSI Plotman



SDO and VSO

• SDO (Solar Dynamics Observatory) is the new major NASA solar 
mission

• Largest data set in solar physics history (so far)
• Sustained 150 Mbs, 1.5 TB per day, expected total of 5 PB mission 

data set
• VSO is constructing a system of satellite sites to mirror part or the 

whole SDO archives 
• Uses the Data Record Management System (NetDRMS) and Storage 

Unit Management System (SUMS) frameworks as the backbone
• Developed both by the SDO Joint Science Operations Center (JSOC) 

composed of Stanford University and Lockheed Martin
• Sites in Germany, Massachusetts, Arizona



JSOC interface 



Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase (HEK)



Helioveiwer



HeliScope, Aladin, TopCat via Plastic



EGSO interface



NASA Heliophysics VxOs

• Next talk by Aaron Roberts

• Several different flavors of virtual 
observatories for specific disciplines in 
heliophysics

• A central data model and framework to glue 
them all together



Lessons learned

• Basic design also used by NVO, PDS, so 
probably the optimal solution

• Best Decisions

• What had to be revised

• User uptake



Best decisions (in hindsight)

• Chose SOAP over various competing methodologies
• Were forced to KISS (“small box”) because of very 

constrained budget
• Few non-data services, no public outreach features
• Supported by SolarSoft for a good fraction of 

community’s needs
• Continually went to community for input

– AAS, SPD, AGU meetings/BoF’s
– Beta testing and feedback



What we had to change or add

• Registry

• Replication of registry

• Data model (still being expanded)

• Writing SOAP servers for some data providers

• Providing proxies for database-less providers

• Even some hardware for one data provider



User uptake

• Resistance by elders (“I don’t like it”) is hard to 
overcome
– Keep the old access methods, i.e. direct FTP

• Younger researchers adopt quickly

• Interfaces are hard to do well
– Too much box clicking is bad (VSO is still guilty)

– More graphical systems highly dependent on 
browsers



Conclusion

• The simple design has resulted in a robust 
system that can be maintained with limited 
funding

• Many other groups are developing data 
services for the VSO

• VSO is increasingly being used by the 
heliophysics community
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